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EXTRAORDINARY PASTIMES:
THE BENTAYGA OUTDOOR PURSUITS COLLECTION


New Mulliner Collection available for UK customers of the Bentayga



Three Outdoor Pursuits Specifications centred around angling,
equestrian activities and canine friends



Exclusive models include bespoke embroidery, curated interiors and
unique veneer overlays



Application of herringbone tweed, new veneer combinations and
detailed stitching demonstrates Mulliner’s capability to inspire bespoke
interiors



Subtle and bespoke 22” ten spoke wheel matched to exterior paint and
diamond turned finished



Bespoke Hunter flask bound in leather to match the interior

(Crewe, 20 December 2021) A new Bentayga collection from Bentley Mulliner
is being launched to celebrate traditional British outdoor pursuits. Three unique
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specifications have been curated by Bentley’s in-house bespoke division with
the great outdoors in mind, with 11 cars in total to be handcrafted in Crewe.

This unique collection encapsulates three of the most iconic British outdoor
activities including angling, horse riding and dog walking. Represented in
beautifully-inspired interiors, full of exemplary craftsmanship and bespoke
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detailing, the Bentayga Outdoor Pursuits collection is a celebration of the
natural world in the UK.
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All vehicles in release: WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) –
Combined 21.7-83.1 (13.0-3.4). Combined CO₂ – 82-294g/km.
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Each Bentayga combines a number of bespoke features including a woodland
embroidery scene, hand cross-stitching to the main interior stitching and a
unique chrome overlay to the passenger fascia that describes each outdoor
theme. The new woven wool finish to the inside of the doors, seat back pockets,
grab handles and further detailing around the instrument panel adds further
depth of natural textures and materials to the already class-leading interior.
Sand Herringbone Tweed has been selected to complement the interior design,
with natural colour harmony with both the main and secondary leathers
throughout the cabin. Paint colours Havana, Cumbrian Green and Magnetic have
been chosen as the ideal exterior specification colours for this country-dwelling
car.

Through Bentley's revered craftsmanship, the outdoor pursuit collection uses
Liquid Amber: a straight grain veneer, now with a boxwood inlay, to edge the
dark fiddleback eucalyptus veneer of the fascias and waistrails. Examples of
bespoke inlays on offer to customers of the Pursuits Collection include a
jumping horse motif, a fly-fishing scene, British foxhounds or just the word
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‘MULLINER’.

The Bentayga’s 22” ten spoke alloy wheels have been matched to the exterior
paintwork and then diamond turned and polished to produce the final surface.
On entry to the car, passengers will notice the LED Bentley Welcome lights,
illuminated treadplates and tactile tweed surfaces. A bespoke accessory in the
form ofa Hunter Flask bound in matching leather to the interior has been
commissioned for when away from the car.
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This unique collection of regional commissions has been created using the
knowledge and content from Mulliner’s own personal commissioning guide. The
Mulliner Design offering is a core part of Mulliner portfolio strategy, with the
team working across all three areas of Bentley’s bespoke and personalisation
division - from Classic, to Coachbuilt, to Collections.

- ENDS –

Notes to editors
Bentley Motors is the most sought-after luxury car brand in the world. The company’s
headquarters in Crewe is home to all of its operations including design, R&D,
engineering, Mulliner and production of the company’s three model lines, Continental,
Flying Spur, and Bentayga. The combination of fine craftsmanship, using skills that have
been handed down through generations, alongside engineering expertise and cuttingedge technology is unique to UK luxury car brands such as Bentley. It is also an example
of high-value British manufacturing at its best. Bentley employs around 4,000 people
at Crewe.
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